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Make Versus Buy in Trucking:
Asset Ownership, Job Design, and Information
By GEORGEP. BAKER AND THOMASN. HUBBARD*

Explaining patterns of asset ownership is a central goal of both organizational
economics and industrialorganization. We develop a model of asset ownership in
trucking, which we test by examining how the adoption of different classes of
on-board computers(OBCs) between 1987 and 1997 influencedwhether shippers
use their own trucksfor hauls or contractwithfor-hire carriers. Wefind that OBCs'
incentive-improvingfeatures pushed hauls toward private carriage, but their resource-allocation-improving
features pushed them towardfor-hire carriage. We conclude that ownershippatterns in truckingreflect the importanceof both incomplete
contractsand of job design and measurementissues. (JELD23, L14, L22, L23, L92)

Understandingthe patterns of asset ownership in the economy is a central goal of both
organizationaleconomics and industrialorganization because it provides insights on firm
boundaries and industry structure. Major
progress towards this goal was provided by
Sanford Grossman and Oliver Hart's seminal
paper in 1986, which argues that asset ownership confers on owners residualrightsof control
that give them power and thus incentives to
devote effort to value-increasing activities. In
this view, firms' boundariesare determinedby
the optimal allocation of these residualrights of
control. Bengt Holmstrom and Paul Milgrom
(1994), however, argue that firms' boundaries
reflect trade-offs in which asset ownership interactswith job design and other organizational
decisions. If so, firms' boundariesmay reflect
factors that do not appear in Grossman and
Hart's (1986) theory, includingthose that affect
* Baker: HarvardBusiness School, Boston, MA 02163,
and NBER; Hubbard: University of Chicago Graduate
School of Business, Chicago, IL 60637, and NBER. We
would like to thank all those we talked to at truckingfirms
and private fleets for allowing us to visit their firms and
discuss the issues we investigate in this paper. Thanks to
Ann Merchant for research assistance and Oliver Hart,
Bengt Holmstrom,Paul Milgrom,Canice Prendergast,Preston McAfee, MinSoo Park, an anonymous referee, and
many seminar participants for comments. We gratefully
acknowledge support from NSF Grant No. SES-9975413,
the NBER/Sloan Pin FactoryProject,and the HarvardBusiness School Division of Research.
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the optimal allocation of tasks across individuals. In 1999, Holmstromoffered a critiqueof the
propertyrights view in which he argues that it
fails to explain why firms ratherthan individuals own assets. He extends the insight from the
1994 paper to argue that firms own assets precisely because this mutes the incentives that
come with individualasset ownership,allowing
the firm to operate as a "subeconomy"that can
more precisely balance incentives and implement more complex multitaskjob designs.
In this paper, we argue that the pattern of
asset ownership in trucking-in particularthe
decision by shippersabout whetherto use their
internalfleet of trucksfor a haul or contractwith
for-hire carriers-reflects not only the factors
identified in Grossman and Hart's theory, but
also those highlighted in Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994). Consistent with the former, ownership patternsreflect trade-offsthat arise from
providing intermediaries strong incentives to
identify profitable uses for trucks. Consistent
with the latter, ownership patterns also reflect
issues of job design: i.e., the degree to which
drivers simply drive trucks, or provide a more
complex combination of transportation and
service. Job design matters because "serviceintensive"truckinghindersintermediaries'ability to find profitableuses for the truck. Shipper
ownershipof trucksmutes incentives and favors
service-intensive trucking in which drivers'
jobs involve more thanjust driving trucks.
We develop a model that combines these
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theoretical insights. The model generates two
sets of comparativestatic predictions. One set
of predictions is consistent with well-known
cross-sectional patterns in the industry. These
include the prediction that service-intensive
trucking is more likely to be performed by
private than for-hire fleets, and that private fleets are differentially more likely to
adopt incentive-improvingtechnologies, while
for-hire carriers are more likely to adopt
coordination-improvingtechnologies.
The other set of predictions concerns how
changes in the informationalenvironmentaffect
ownership. We test this second set of predictions using data from the 1987, 1992, and 1997
Truck Inventory and Use Surveys, which contain detailed truck-level information about
trucks' characteristics,ownership, and use. In
particular,we test predictions on how the diffusion of differenttypes of on-boardcomputers
(OBCs) duringthe late 1980's and early 1990's
alters the "makeversus buy" decision for shippers. We predict that the adoption of certain
types of OBCs should lead indirectly to more
shipper ownership of trucks, by lowering the
agency costs associated with complex job designs. We predictthatthe additionalcapabilities
of othertypes of OBCs-those thatprovidelocation informationand real-timecommunicationshould lead to less shipperownershipof trucks,
because these additional capabilities enhance
the comparativeadvantageof for-hire carriage
with respectto truckutilizationand dispatch.We
findevidencein favorof bothof thesepredictions.
Our results strongly suggest causal links between informationaland organizationalchanges
in the truckingindustry.They show that ownership patterns in trucking reflect the importance of not only incomplete contracts (as
stressedby Grossmanand Hart, 1986), but also
of job design and measurement issues (like
those stressed in Holmstrom and Milgrom,
1994). These findings thus shed importantlight
on theories of organizations.They also make a
contributionto the long-running debate about
how informationtechnology (IT) diffusion affects the boundariesof the firm.1We note that

informationtechnology in general provides at
least two capabilities-improved monitoringof
agents and improved coordination of activities-and that the organizational impact of
these capabilitiescan differ (Michael C. Jensen
and William H. Meckling, 1992). In trucking,
improvementsin monitoring(and the attendant
improvementin incentives) lead to larger,more
integratedfirms,while improvementsin coordination (resultingin better asset utilization)lead
to more diffuse asset ownership and smaller,
less integratedfirms.Whetherthese results generalize to other settings remains an open
question.
In this paper we do not consider a thirdpossibility regardingtruck ownership:driversmay
own trucks.We investigate driverownershipof
trucks in detail in another paper (Baker and
Hubbard,2000). In that paper, we propose that
asset ownership strengthensdrivers' incentives
to drive in ways that preservetrucks' value, but
also encouragesthem to engage in rent-seeking
behavior. We then argue that OBC adoption
alters this trade-offby allowing companies (either for-hirecarriersor privatefleets) to use the
monitoring capabilities of OBCs to substitute
for asset ownership.We show thatOBCs lead to
less driver ownership of trucks, especially for
hauls where rent-seekingis a potentialproblem.
We ignore these issues in the present paper
because we believe they are not salient to the
make-or-buydecision. Situationsthat are on the
margin between for-hire carriage and private
carriage are not those where owner-operators
are used. In general, owner-operatorsare used
for hauls that requirelittle if any service provision by the driver, and for good reason. The
multitasking problems with service provision
that lead for-hirecarriageto be inefficient relative to private carriage are exacerbated when
drivers control trucks. This is borne out by the
fact that when shippers outsource hauls with
nonnegligible service requirements,they rarely,
if ever, do so by contracting with owneroperators.2
The paperis organizedas follows. In the next
section, we describethe institutionalsetting that

1 See H. J. Leavitt and T. L. Whisler (1958); ThomasW.
Malone et al. (1987); Erik Brynjolfsson and Lorin Hitt
(1997).

2
In our empiricaltests, "for-hirecarriage"includesdriverand carrier-ownedtrucks,ownershipstructureswhere shippers do not own trucks.Ourresults are unchangedwhen we
leave out owner-operatorsaltogether.
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we model, defining the players, describingtheir
roles in the provision of trucking services, and
characterizingthe contracting environment in
which they operate. In Section II, we present
our model of job design and asset ownership.
Section III describes OBCs and generates our
main empiricalpropositions.In Section IV, we
describeour dataand presentthe main empirical
patterns.Section V contains our main empirical
results regarding the relationships between
OBC adoption and organizationalchange. Section VI concludes.

deliveriesmight take place when the opportunity
cost of customers'workers'time is high.
The benefit of giving drivers service responsibilities varies systematicallyacross hauls with
the characteristicsof the cargo. There are rarely
such benefitswhen they haul bulk goods such as
gravel, ores, or grain, in large part because no
handlingis requiredupon delivery:when trucks
reach their destination,drivers dump the cargo
where the recipient wants it. Giving drivers
service responsibilitiesis also generally unproductive when truckshaul goods for which handling requires special equipment.For example,
I. Job Design,SearchIncentives,and Asset
special machines-which drivers generally are
either unable or not trustedto use-are usually
Ownership in Trucking
necessaryto move very heavy goods (large rolls
This section describesthe institutionalframeof paper, sheet metal). As a consequence, drivwork, drawingheavily from what we learnedin
ers generally just drive trucks when they haul
a series of site visits and interviews. We debulk or unwieldy goods.
scribe the basic trade-offs involved in job deIn contrast, giving drivers service responsisign and asset ownership decisions and explain
bilities can be valuable when trucks haul other
why these decisions might be related.Through- classes of goods, such as packaged goods or
out the section, we will refer to several different hazardouscargo. Packagedgoods can be carried
parties.Drivers are individualswho drive trucks
by hand or transportedwith standardequipment
and may have other customer-service-oriented such as hand trucks,conveyor belts, or forklifts.
tasks. Shippers are firms or divisions with deHandlinghazardouscargo such as petroleumor
mandsto move cargo from one place to another. chemicals requires certification, which drivers
Carriersare firmsor divisions thatsupply transgenerally must have to haul such cargo legally.
portationservices. Carriersthat supply services
Giving drivers service responsibilities diminusing trucksowned by shippersare private carishes the extent recipients must have certified
riers (i.e., shippers'internalfleets). Carriersthat
personnel.As a consequence,driversoften have
supply services using theirown ratherthanshipservice responsibilities when trucks haul packpers' trucks are for-hire carriers. Brokers are
aged goods or hazardouscargo.
third-partyinformationalintermediaries.
A drawbackto giving drivers additionalresponsibilities is that agency costs are higher.4
A. Driver Job Design: Driving and
Carriersalways face the problem of motivating
Service Provision
driversto pick up and deliver goods on time and
drive in ways thatpreservetrucks' value. When
Drivers can engage in two sorts of activities:
drivers'jobs involve service, they also face the
driving the truck and performing nondriving problem of motivating drivers to allocate their
service activities.3 Defining drivers'jobs to intime efficiently between driving and service.
clude nondriving activities lets carriers offer
Motivating drivers to pick up and deliver
high service options in which their customers
goods on time is straightforwardbecause it is
can ask driversto do things such as help unload relatively easy to evaluate drivers'performance
the truckand sort and storethe cargo.This gives
in this dimension. The distances traveled and
customersflexibility in how many of their own
the returntime at the end of the run are known.
workersthey allocateto such tasks, and can imCarriersalso normally have good information
provethe divisionof laborin the shortrunbecause
3

See LawrenceJ. Ouellet (1994) for a detailed description of incentives and the organizationof work in trucking.

4
Following Jensen and Meckling (1976), agency costs
here include both monitoringcosts and the "residualloss"
attributableto nonoptimaldecisions.
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regardingwhetherdriversarrivelate to intermediate stops-angry customers call them when
they do-and have some informationabout the
impact of factors outside of drivers' control,
such as traffic and weather conditions. Thus,
when drivers' jobs involve only driving from
location to location, the main agency problem
that remains is inducing them to drive well
because this is what remains noncontractible.
Incentive problems are more complicated
when drivers'jobs include service activities. As
is generally the case in multitaskingproblems,
incentives must attend both to overall effort
levels and the allocation of effort across tasks.
In this case, the incentive problem created by
multitaskingis that carriers now must induce
drivers to allocate effort between driving and
service appropriately.Simple distance and arrival time data provide little indication of the
fraction of time drivers spend driving versus
doing other things. Some common service activities such as cargo-handlingare strenuous.5
Drivers with service responsibilities have an
incentive to misallocate their effort: for example, by taking more time handling cargo, then
making it up by driving faster between stops.
Carriersmay respond to this, in the spirit of
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991, 1994) and
Baker (1992), by weakeningdrivers' incentives
with respect to other tasks. For example, they
balance incentives by de-emphasizing on-time
arrivalsor allowing more slack in schedules. In
general, agency costs are higher when drivers
have more responsibilities because of some
combinationof lower overall effort levels and a
worse allocation of effort across tasks.
B. Market Clearing: Load Matching
and Search
The demand for trucking services and the
supply of truck capacity are highly differentiated. Shippers' demands are specific with
respect to time, location, and equipment requirements.Likewise, truckcapacityis idiosyncraticwith respectto its geographiclocation and
5 Drivers whose jobs involve taking a fully loaded trailer
and delivering the goods to various destinationshandle up
to 40,000 pounds of cargo per day. Handlingrequireshandlifting when trucks deliver to places without loading
docks-such as most retail outlets.
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the characteristicsof the trailer.Capacity utilization in the industrydepends crucially on how
efficiently supply and demand-trucks and
hauls-are matched. Trucks and hauls are
matched in a highly decentralized manner in
which shippers,carriers,and third-partybrokers
search for good matches.
The matchingproblemis particularlydifficult
in trucking because individual shippers rarely
have demands that fill trucks for both legs of a
round-trip.For this reason,once carriersreceive
service orders from shippers, they then search
for complementary hauls. When individual
shipments are too small to fill a truck, search
takes the form of identifyingothershipperswith
similar demands. When demands are unidirectional, search is directed at identifying shippers
with demands that would fill the truck for the
returntrip (the "backhaul").
Dispatchersand brokersplay a crucial role in
identifying complementaryhauls and arranging
matches. Dispatchers work for carriers, and
seek to match hauls to trucks within their carrier's fleet. Brokers seek to match hauls to
trucks owned by other parties. These parties
acquireknowledge about city-pair demandin a
two-stage process: they make long-run investments in learninggeneraldemandpatterns(e.g.,
who the demandersare), then learn detailed "on
the spot" informationabout short-rundemands
by contactingshippers'trafficmanagersperiodically throughoutthe day.
Search for complementaryhauls in the short
run tends to be more refined,and hence productive, the more precisely parties can forecast
when truckswill come free. This, in turn,leads
to bettermatchesbetween trucksand hauls. For
example, backhauls may begin sooner after
"fronthauls"end, and trucks may arrive to be
loaded closer to when shippers want them.
Thus, a second drawbackto giving drivers service responsibilities on a haul is that service
interferes with search for the following haul;
trucks' availability is more predictablefollowing lowservice than high-service hauls.6
6
In interviews, fleet managersand dispatchersindicated
to us that forecasting how long deliveries take is much
easier when drivers have fewer service responsibilities.
They indicated that they could forecast how long a noservice delivery of a truckload of packaged goods would
take within a half-hourwindow, but could only forecasthow
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C. Asset Ownershipand Incentives
Shippers' make-or-buydecision corresponds
to whether they use a truck from their internal
fleet or an external fleet for a haul. Industry
participants distinguish between private and
for-hirecarriageby who has control rights over
the truck.7Below we discuss how and why asset
ownership affects incentives.
Ownershiprights over trucks matterbecause
contractsare incompletewith respect to trucks'
schedules.In particular,shippersand carriersdo
not writefully contingentcontractswith respectto
trucks'schedulesbecausethe relevantcontingencies are costly to identify ex ante and verify ex
post. To see this, considerone class of scheduling
decisions: how long a truck should wait at the
loading dock to be loaded. A fully contingent
contractwould stipulatehow long trucksshould
wait as a function of all relevant states of the
world,includingespeciallythose factorsaffecting
the benefitsof delay andindividualtrucks'opportunitycost. Many of these factorsareknownonly
to shippers and/or carriersand are difficult to
verify by outsiders.It is thus prohibitivelycostly
to make contractscontingenton them. Schedulesettingis thereforea residualrightof controlthat
is, by definition,held by the truck'sowner.8
The contractualincompleteness surrounding
truck scheduling leads to the main consequence
of the allocation of ownershiprights. In private
carriage, shippers own trucks: if they want to
alter trucks' schedules in ways that do not violate existing agreements,they can do so. They
can unilaterallyrequirethat a truck picking up
or delivering goods wait, for example. In forlong a high-service delivery would take within a two- to
three-hourwindow.
7 Trucksin
privatefleets are sometimes leased, are sometimes driven by short-termemployees, and sometimes haul
other shippers' goods (such as on backhauls).The distinction between private and for-hire carriage thus does not
correspondto residual claimancy, the length of labor contracts, or exclusivity of use.
8 In practice, it is common for contracts between
shippers and carriersto have clauses thatpenalize shipperswhen
they delay trucks. The penalties, however, are not state
dependent,and thus are set intentionallyhigh to deter shippers from delaying trucks in states of the world where
trucks' shadow value is high. Parties realize that renegotiation is likely to be efficient when trucks' shadow value is
low, creating a situationthat is analytically similar to those
where schedules are noncontractible.
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hire carriage, shippers do not own trucks. If
shipperswant to change trucks' schedules, they
must negotiate this with carriers.
The possibility that schedules will have to be
renegotiatedleads to familiar sorts of transactions costs in for-hire carriage. Both parties
have an incentive to improve their bargaining
position, and thus engage in rent-seekingbehavior.9 For shippers, this takes the form of identifying other carrierswho could serve them on
short notice; for carriers,this takes the form of
identifying other local shippers with similar
demands-finding substitute hauls. Exploring
back-up plans expends real resources, and is
costly. In privatecarriage,by contrast,disputes
may arise between shippers and their private
fleets' dispatchers(or shippersand brokers),but
identifying other ways to use trucks does not
improve dispatchers'or brokers'bargainingposition because they cannotthreatento use trucks
for other hauls. Neither privatefleet dispatchers
nor brokers have incentives to identify substitute hauls for rent-seekingpurposes.
While rent-seekingtends to be greaterunder
for-hire carriage,truck utilization also tends to
be higher. One reason has to do with firms'
incentives to obtain market information and
search for complementary hauls. Firms can
search more effectively for complementary
hauls in the short run if they have previously
made investments (in the form of customer relationships and general knowledge of demand)
in particularmarkets.Shippers,for-hirecarriers,
and brokers can all potentially make such investments. But because these investments are
more valuableto those who are frequentlylooking for backhauls,individual shipperswill tend
to only make significant investments on citypairs where their trucks haul high volumes of
goods regularly.On otherroutesthey will invest
less, have less informationabout demand, and
therefore search less productively in the short
run than for-hire carriers or brokers, who exploit increasing returnsby utilizing knowledge
across many shippers' hauls. Intermediaries
thus have a comparative advantage in finding
complementaryhauls in many circumstances.
9 See Grossman and Hart
(1986); Milgrom and John
Roberts (1990). Baker and Hubbard(2000) argue that this
incentive is also centralfor understandingwhy truckdrivers
tend not to own the trucks they operate.
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This alone need not imply that truckutilization
is necessarily lower under private carriage,
since shippers could rely on brokers to find
hauls. However, brokers have weaker incentives to find particularlygood matches, because
they do not own trucksand are thus less able to
appropriateas large a share of the value that
they create.The combinationof strongincentives
to learn about demand and strong incentives to
find good matches for particulartrucks leads
matchesto be better,and thus truckutilizationto
be higher,underfor-hirethanprivatecarriage.
Anotherreason why truckutilizationtends to
be higher in for-hirecarriageis that driversare
generally assigned fewer service responsibilities. Trucksspend more time on the roadand, as
noted above, load matchingis easier when drivers' responsibilitiesare narrow.
The next section develops a model of asset
ownership and job design that capturesthe institutional features described above and analyzes organizational relationships formally.
This model generates comparative static predictions that explain several important crosssectional patterns in the industry. It also
generatespredictionsregardinghow changes in
the informationalenvironmentshould affect the
make-or-buydecision. Later in the paper, we
take these predictionsto the data.
II. A Modelof Asset Ownershipand Job Design
The model combines elements of Holmstrom
and Milgrom (1991, 1994) and Grossman and
Hart (1986). We embed multitask models of
driverjob design and dispatchereffort toward
finding hauls into a setting in which noncontractibletruck scheduling problems make asset
ownership important.The timing follows. Initially, a shipper's "fronthaul"and a matching
truckare assumedto exist: we do not model the
process of matching fronthaulsto trucks. This
haul may be one for which the value of service
is high or low. We assume that parties cannot
write a complete contract with respect to this
haul ex ante. Organizationalform is then chosen; at this point, asset ownership and drivers'
job design are determined. Next, search for
complementarybackhauls(and possibly substitute fronthauls) occurs. Depending on asset
ownership and the organizationalform chosen,
eithera carrieror a brokerchooses how much to
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search for hauls that complement or substitute
for the shipper'shaul. Partiesthen bargain;this
determineswhich haul the truckis used for and
how the surplus is split. Finally, production
takes place (including provision of service by
the driver) and payoffs are realized.
Complementaritiesbetween job design and
asset ownership are critical to the results, and
are a centralfeatureof our model. To highlight
this relationshipand simplify the exposition, we
develop a model first of driverjob design, then
overlay the shipper's "make-or-buy"decision.
When shippersown trucks, this correspondsto
"make";when they do not, this correspondsto
"buy."For simplicity, we assume that underthe
"make" option, shippers use brokers to find
backhauls rather than find them themselves.10
We begin with a model of driverjob design.
A. Driver Job Design: Driving and
Service Provision
Let s be the scope of the driver'sactivities,and
m be the marginalproductof this scope." For
some hauls and shippers, service activities are
valuable (high m), and for some they are less
valuable.Motivatinghigh servicelevels is costly,
since it involves monitoringthe mix of activities
thatthe driveris performing.Let oabe a parameter
that capturesthe ability of the carrierto monitor
the driver'sefficiencyin performinghigh-service
activities:the higheris ao,the loweris the marginal
cost of monitoring.We specify V, the value of
usingthe truckanddriverfor the shipper'shaul,as:
(1)

V = V + ms- M(s, a)

where V is a fixed quantity,s is the scope of the
driver's activities,m is the marginalproductof
this scope, a is the degreeto whichthe carriercan
monitordriveractivities,and M(s, a) is agency
costs. We assumeMl > 0, M2 < 0, M12< 0.
10We
present a more general model in which private
carriersmight use their own dispatchersto searchfor backhauls in an earlierversion of the paper(Bakerand Hubbard,
2002). None of the comparative statics presented below
differ in this more general model.
"1Our equation of scope with service levels reflects an
(unmodeled) assumption that some significant amount of
driving is always partof the driver'sjob: the driveris never
doing mostly service. Thus, more service involves a greater
mix of activities.

Given this setup, the optimalamountof scope
in the driver's job depends on the costs and
benefits of such scope. Assuming an interior
solution, optimaljob design sets scope such that
m = Ml(s*, ar). Raising the marginalproduct
of scope (raisingm) or raising the firm's ability
to monitordriveractivities (raising or)raises the
optimal amount of scope. We assume that this
expression is invertible, so that we can express
the result as s* = 4b(m, cr).
B. Load Matching

(g, - Os)el

where e1 is the effort toward finding complementaryhauls and gI is the marginalproductof
this effort for hauls involving no service. 0
capturesthe extent to which high service levels
reduce the marginal product of search, 0 > 0.
We also assume 0 < g1/4(m, o-); this regularity conditionensuresthatthe marginalbenefitof
searching for complementaryhauls is positive
at the optimum.12 We specify the cost of searching for complementaryhauls as C1(e ) = e 2/2.
The expression for V, now including the
value of the complementaryhaul, becomes:
(3)

V = V + (g-

Os)el + ms-M(s,

termsof trade.Theseactivitiesyield potentialuses
of the truckthatare close substitutesfor the shipper's haul. For simplicity, we assume that this
searchis over alternativesthat involve the same
level of driverservice,butthatusingthe truckand
driverfor the alternativeis always less valuable
than using them for the first shipper'shaul (perhaps becausethe alternativehaul's originis more
distant).Assume that the value createdwhen the
truckis used for an alternativeshipper'shaul is:
(4) P

Following the discussion in Section I, we
assume that search for complementary hauls
adds value. Value is increasingin search levels
because more effort produces better matches.
We also assume that the marginalproductivity
of search is reduced when drivers are assigned
more service-orientedactivities.
We specify the value added of search for
complementaryhauls as:
(2)
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a).

C. Bargaining, TruckOwnership,and
Residual Rights of Control
The timing of the model is such that carriers
and brokerscan searchfor alternativeuses of the
truckbeforethey negotiatewith shippersover the

12
This guaranteesthat g - Os* is nonnegative in the
results below. The condition ensures that benefits of service
are never so high so that the direct benefits of searchingfor
complementaryhauls are overwhelmedby its indirectcosts.

= g2e2 + (gl - Os)el +

ms - M(s, a)

where e2 representseffort toward finding alternative hauls and g2 representsthe marginalproductivity of this effort.13 This formulation
assumes that el, the effort that the dispatcher
expends toward finding hauls that complement
the first shipper's hauls, is equally valuable for
the alternative shipper's hauls (e.g., the backhaul she finds would complement either outbound haul.). We specify the cost of searching
for substitutehauls as C2(e2) = e22/2.
We can now calculate the amount of search
when carriersor brokers search for hauls. We
assume that when shippers bargain with either
for-hire carriers or brokers over the surplus,
they split the difference between the value of
the haul and the value of the carrier's or broker's outside alternative. A for-hire carrier's
outside option is equal to P, the value of using
the truck for an alternative shipper's haul. A
broker does not have this outside option, because it does not own trucks. We therefore
normalize brokers' outside option to zero.14
A for-hirecarderchoosesel ande2 to maximize:
(5)

(V + P)12-

e2-

e2

= (V + 2(g1 - Os)e1+ 2ms - 2M(s, ora)
+ g2e2)/2+2

-

l 2
- e2'
1

-2

2

13
Thus, V is the value of the first shipper's haul (net of
service) and g2e2 is the value of the alternativehaul. We
assume V > 1/2g].
14 This is a simplification:brokersmight get some value
from searching for substitute fronthauls.What is required
for the model is that the marginalreturnsto searching for
substitutefronthaulsare lower for brokersthan for carriers,
which seems reasonable given the difference in residual
control rights.
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This yields search effort equal to:
Os), e =

eF = (g,-

(6)

PROPOSITION1: TV(s, 8) is supermodular
in (-s, -im, 6, -o,
g-1,
-g2) on the domain
where s - 0, 8 E {O, 1}, and 0 < 0 <
gll/(m, cr).

g2.

If search is completed by a for-hire carrier,it
will search both for hauls that complementand
substitutefor the shipper's. Total value, which
equals V less search costs, under this organizational alternativeis:
TVF =

(7)

+

-0O)2

(g

- lg2 + ms - M(s, a).

A brokerchooses el and e2 to maximize:
V/2 -

(8)

12

e -

12

e2

= (V + (g, - Os)el + ms - M(s, oa))/2
2

e21 -2-

e22

e=

2 (g-0

.

),2=

Effort levels are lower under private carriage;
brokers search less intensively for complements, and not at all for substitutes.Total value
under private carriageis:
(10)
TVp = V + 3(g

-

Os)2+ ms- M(s, or).

D. Efficient OrganizationalForms: Job
Design and Asset Ownership
In orderto comparethetotalvaluecreatedby privatecarriageversusfor-hirecarriage,we introduce
an indexvariable,8, thatindicatesassetownership.
8 = 1 indicatesfor-hirecarriage,8 = 0 private
carriage.Total value as a functionof s and 8 is:
(11)

TV(s, 8) = V+
-

(3 + 8)(g

922+ sms
-8ag8

PROOF:
Supermodularityrequiresthat TV has nondecreasing differences in (-s, -m, 8, -or, gl,
-g2); this is equivalent to nonnegative crossderivatives when TV is continuously twicedifferentiable. (Donald M. Topkis, 1978). All
terms except the second term are supermodular
in (-s, -m, 5, -or, gl, -g2) on this domain
by inspection.The second term is supermodular
if g - Os - 0, which is guaranteedif 0 <
g1l/q(m, o). The sum of supermodularfunctions is supermodular.
This result allows us to apply a theoremfrom
Topkis (1978) (see also Theorem5 of Milgrom
and Christina Shannon, 1994), and generate a
set of monotonecomparativestatics thatwe can
test with data on asset ownership and technology adoption.
PROPOSITION2: -s* and 8* are monotone
nondecreasingin (-m, -or, gl, -g2) on the domain where s - 0, 8 E {O, 1}, and 0 < 0 <
gl/f(m, or).-s* and 8* are (weak)complements.

yielding effort of:
(9)
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-

s)

- M(s, a).

Propositions1 and 2 generatepredictionsthat
are consistent with several well-known crosssectional patternsin the industry.
One simplepredictionis thats and 8 shouldbe
inverselycorrelated:thatis, high serviceshouldbe
associatedwith shipperownershipof trucks.This
is consistentwith the stylized fact that driversin
privatefleets engage in more service-relatedactivities than drivers in for-hire fleets. It is also
consistentwith the assertionmadeby many shippers that attainmentof betterservice is why they
choose privatecarriageover for-hirecarriage.15
A second predictionis that 8 should be high
15"[T]hereare some good reasons why private carriage
remains attractiveto companies. Service is the key consideration. Many companies claim they requirea private fleet
to provide the high levels of service their customersexpect.
'There are companies that decided to outsource their entire
fleet, yet came running back to private fleets when the
service was not whatthey expected,' says [JohnMcQuaidof
the National PrivateTruck Council]" (Jim Thomas, 1998).
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when g l is high: that is, for-hirecarriageshould
be more prevalentwhen effort towardidentifying complementaryhauls is particularlyvaluable. This is consistent with the stylized fact
that for-hire carriagetends to be used more for
small shipments and long-distance shipments
than large and short-distance shipments. [See
Bureau of the Census (1999b) and Hubbard
(2001a) for empirical evidence.]
A third cross-sectional prediction concerns
the adoptionof differenttypes of on-boardcomputers. As we discuss in more detail below,
OBCs have differentinformationalcapabilities.
Certain simple devices (called trip recorders)
allow fleet owners to monitor the actions of
drivers ex post; more advanced devices (electronic vehicle management systems, called
EVMS) also allow them to track trucks' location in real time. The model predicts that the
value of these different informationalcapabilities should differ between private and for-hire
carriage:increasing the contractibilityof drivers' actions should be more valuable in private
carriage,while capabilitiesthatraise the returns
to searchingfor complementaryhauls should be
more valuable in for-hire carriage.16As a consequence, private fleets should be differentially
likely to adopt trip recordersand for-hire carriers should be relatively more likely to adopt
EVMS. Hubbard (2000) tests this prediction
and finds exactly this pattern.He shows that, in
1992, adoption rates for trip recorders and
EVMS were (respectively) 8.8 percent and 5.8
percentfor private carriers,and 6.5 percent and
15.4 percent for for-hirecarriers.This evidence
provides importantsupport for the model that
we propose, suggesting the relevance of the
agency and ownershipissues that we highlight.
Our main empirical tests, however, examine
relationships between informational improvements enabled by the adoption of on-board
computers (OBCs) and changes in ownership.
These exploit the predictionsthat increasingg1
should lead firms to (weakly) increase 8, and
increasing o- should lead firms to (weakly) decrease 8. If the productivity of searching for
complementaryhauls (gl) increases as a result
16
Increasing or raises total value more when -s, and
thus its complement 8, is low than high, and increasing g1
does so more when 8 is high than low.
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of improved information technology, this
should lead to two changes: a shift from private
to for-hire carriageand a decrease in the scope
of drivers' activities. If firms' ability to monitor
the allocation of drivers' effort (or) increases,
this should lead directly to increases in the
scope of drivers' activities and indirectly to
more shipperownership of trucks.
Proposition2 implies that sometimes changes
in the model's parametersmay not result in
changes in the optimal organizationalstructure.
One case is of particularinterest to us. If m =
0, it is optimal to set s = 0 because there is no
benefit from giving drivers service responsibilities. If this is true, the total value function is:
(12)

TV(s, 8) = V +

8 (3

+ 8)g2 -

g.g2

If m = 0, TV is independentof cr. there is no
multitasking, and no multitasking-related
agency problem. Therefore,if m = 0, changes
in firms' ability to monitor the allocation of
drivers'effort (cr)shouldhave no effect on asset
ownership.
The following section describes OBCs in
more detail and generates empirical propositions relating OBC adoption to ownership
changes.
m. On-BoardComputersand
OrganizationalChange
Two types of OBCs began to diffuse in the
truckingindustryin the late 1980's: trip recorders and electronic vehicle managementsystems
(EVMS).17Trip recordersmeasure trucks' operation.They record when trucks are turnedon
and off, their speed, sudden accelerations or
decelerations, and various engine performance
statistics (e.g., fault codes). Dispatchers and
fleet managers receive the informationtrip recorderscollect when driversreturnto their base
at the end of a trip. Drivers give dispatchersa
floppy disk or a similar device. Dispatchers
upload the informationonto a computer,which
processes the informationand provides reports.
These reportsindicate how driversoperatedthe
17See also Baker and Hubbard
(2000) and Hubbard
(2000).
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truck; for example, how quickly they drove,
how long they allowed trucks to idle, and
whether there were any nonscheduled stops.
They also indicate how long drivers spent at
each stop.
EVMS record the same informationtrip recorders do, but provide three additional capabilities. One is that they record trucks'
geographiclocation, often using satellite tracking systems. Another is that they can transmit
any informationthey collect to dispatchersin
real time. Dispatchers can thus know where
trucks are at any point in time. Third, they
provide dispatchersa way of initiatingcommunication with drivers. For example, dispatchers
can send a text message that updates drivers'
schedule. If the message is complicated, dispatcherscan send a message that asks driversto
call in. This is a significant advance over the
system firmshave traditionallyused to communicate with driverswho are outside radio range
(about 25 miles). Traditionally, firms require
driversto call in every three or four hours. This
requires drivers to frequently pull over, stop,
and find a phone, even though much of the
time neither dispatchers nor drivers have new
information to communicate. Without EVMS,
dispatchers often find it hard to verify trucks'
location and must wait for distant drivers
to call in before they can communicate
instructions.
As Hubbard(2000) relates, there is an economically importantdistinction between these
two devices. Trip recordersare useful for improving incentives, because they provide verifiable information about how trucks were
operated.Importantlyfor this paper, they monitor how long drivers spent driving and how
long they spent performing other tasks: this
helps mitigate the agency problems associated
with more complex job designs.18Trip recorders are not generally useful for improving
resource-allocationdecisions ("coordination").
They do not improve dispatchers' ability to
match trucks to hauls in the very short run
because they do not supply information in a
timely enough fashion. They are generally not
18
An advertisedbenefit of trip recordersis their ability
to help monitor drivers in this way. For example, Atrol
claims that its devices can "tell you how effective your
drivers are in managing their time" (www.atrol.com).
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used to improve routing decisions made over
the longer run-for example, by helping benchmarkroutes-because firms usually can obtain
information about such things as how long
routes take by other, less costly means.19
In contrast,EVMS are useful for improving
both incentives and coordination. Their additional capabilitieshelp dispatchersmatchtrucks
to hauls better, thereby increasing capacity utilization. Real-timeinformationabouttrucks'location helps them schedule backhauls more
efficiently, for example.20 These capabilities
also enable them to communicate schedule
changes to driversin real time. Dispatcherscan
quickly reroutetrucksin response to changes in
market conditions. For example, suppose a
truckon the road is half-full. If a dispatchercan
find a shipperwith cargo that can fill the truck,
he can send a message to the driverasking him
to make an additionalpick-up and delivery.
We next discuss our main empiricalpropositions, which predicthow OBC adoptionshould
affect truck ownership. These propositions are
based on the premise that trip recorderadoption
increases oaand EVMS adoptionincreases both
oaand gl.
P1: Overall,trip recorderadoptionshould lead
to more shipper ownership of trucks.
OBCs' incentive-improving capabilities allow carriersto better monitorhow driversallocate time, and thus effort, across tasks. Trip
recorderadoptionthus raises or,which by Proposition 2 increases the optimal choice of s and
decreases 6; carrierownershipof trucks should
decrease. We cannot test whether trip recorder
adoption increases s because the data do not

19
Many firms use softwarepackages to help dispatchers
schedule trucks. These packages often use information
EVMS collect (for example, trucks'location), but rarelyuse
the informationtrip recorderscollect.
20
Trade press articles and advertisements emphasize
this. An example of a quote from a driver:"Dispatchknows
where I am and where I'm headedso before I even get to my
destination,they can plan ahead. Quite often I get a load
offering over my Qualcomm system before I'm even
empty" (www.qualcomm.com). Empirical evidence of
EVMS' impacton capacityutilizationis in Hubbard(2003),
who finds that EVMS has increased loaded miles among
adoptersby 13 percent as of 1997.
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contain information on the scope of drivers'
activities, but we can test whether it leads to
more shipperownership of trucks.
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IV. Data

The data are from the 1987, 1992, and 1997
Truck Inventory and Use Surveys (TIUS).21
P2: EVMS adoption should lead to less of an
The TIUS is a mail-out survey of trucks taken
increase in shipper ownership of trucks than
by the Census as part of the Census of Transtrip recorder adoption, and may lead to less
portation.The Census sends forms to a random
shipper ownership of trucks.
sample of truck owners. These forms ask questions about individual trucks' characteristics.
EVMS' coordination-improvingcapabilities
Truck owners report the truck's type (pick-up,
make dispatchers'search more productive,and
van, tractor-trailer,etc.), make, model, and
thus raise g 1. Knowing where trucksare allows
many other characteristics.The TIUS also asks
how trucks are equipped, including whether
dispatchersto betteranticipatewhen truckswill
come free, and hence helps them refine their
they have triprecordersor EVMS installed, and
search. Being able to initiate communications
how they are used. Ownersreporthow far from
with drivers while they are in their cab enhome individual trucks generally operated,the
ables them to better exploit the opportunities
type of trailer to which they were typically
they identify. For example, they can quickly
attached, the class of product they generally
reallocate drivers and trucks across hauls
hauled, the state in which they were based, and
in response to new opportunities. Because
whether they were used for for-hire or private
EVMS containboth incentive-and coordination- carriage. Publicly available data from the surimproving capabilities,EVMS adoption should vey do not identify trucks' owners because of
increase both a and g and thus has a theoconfidentialityrestrictions.This paperuses only
retically ambiguous impact on asset ownerobservations of truck-tractors(the front halves
of tractor-trailers)and excludes those that were
ship. However, because EVMS adoption
increases or in the same way trip recorder
generally operated off-road, carried household
adoption does, EVMS adoption should move
goods (i.e., moving trucks),or were attachedto
hauls less toward private carriage than trip
trailersthat do not haul goods (e.g., trailerswith
recorder adoption.
large winches permanentlyattached).Eliminating these observations leaves 21,236, 32,015,
P3: Trip recorder adoption should increase
and 18,856 observations of tractor-trailersin
shipperownershipof trucksmore when drivers'
1987, 1992, and 1997 respectively. This is over
85 percent of the tractor-trailersin the original
cargo-handling activities are potentially productive than when they are not productive. It
samples.
should not affect whether shippers own trucks
Figure 1 shows private carriage shares in
when drivers' handling activities are not proeach of the three years. In each of these years,
ductive.
the overall share is about 50 percent and is
higher for shorterhauls than longer ones. The
Trip recorder adoption should not lead to
overall share fluctuatedduring this period, inownership changes when m = 0: for example,
creasing from 50.1 percent to 54.6 percent befor hauls of bulk goods or goods that require tween 1987 and 1992, then falling back to 51.7
people other than driversto load and unload. It
percentin 1997. The time trendsdiffer for hauls
should lead to ownershipchanges when m > 0.
of different lengths. The private carriage share
Fromabove, this shouldbe the case when trucks
increased for all distances between 1987 and
haul packagedgoods, especially when they pick
1992. It increased for short hauls but declined
up or deliver to small outlets. It should also be
for medium and long hauls between 1992 and
the case when trucks haul goods for which
1997. This paper's empiricaltests examine how
handling requires certification, such as petroleum or chemicals. However, it should not
21
See Bureau of the Census (1995, 1999a), Baker and
be true for hauls of bulk goods or goods that
Hubbard(2000), and Hubbard(2000, 2001) for more on the
cannot be lifted or transportedwith standard TIUS. The 1997
survey is actually called the Vehicle Inequipment.
ventory and Use Survey.
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FIGURE1. PRIVATECARRIAGESHAREBY YEAR, DISTANCEOF HAUL

these changes relateto the diffusion of on-board
computers.
It is useful to put these changes in perspective: within the industry, they are considered
historically significant changes in ownership
patterns.22Other studies indicate that the private carriage share was remarkably constant
between the early 1970's and late 1980's. Even
deregulation, which initiated large structural
changes within the for-hire sector of the industry, appearsto have changed make-or-buydecisions in the aggregate by no more than 2
percentage points.23 We suspect that this re22For
example, Standardsand Poor's DRI remarksupon
the "rapidshift to for-hiretruckingobserved in the early to
mid-1990s" (AmericanTruckingAssociations, 1999).
23
Using different measures than those in Figure 1 (private fleets' volume share of intercity trucking shipments),
the Eno TransportationFoundationestimates that the private carriageshare was approximately59 percent throughout the 1970's, and fell to 57.7 percent immediately
following deregulation-a decline of only 1.3 percentage
points-before climbing back to 60.3 percent in 1992. It
estimates that by 1997 this figure had fallen by 3.5 percent-

flects that neitherhaul characteristicsnor the informationalenvironmentchanged much during
this period.The aggregatechanges in ownership
patterns depicted in Figure 1-the increase of
3.5 percentage points in the private carriage
share between 1987 and 1992 and the decrease
of 2.9 percentage points between 1992 and
1997-appear larger than those that immediately followed deregulationor any other period
in the previous 25 years.
Figure 2 summarizespatternsof OBC adoption over time and across distances. There are
three important patterns. First, adoption of
OBCs was rapid during our sample period. In
1987, a negligible numberof tractor-trailershad
an OBC installed; we treatthis numberas zero
throughout. In 1992, 19 percent of tractortrailershad an OBC installed;by 1997, adoption
increased to 34 percent. Second, adoption was
greater for trucks used for longer hauls. By

age points to 56.8 percent, and has continued to fall since
then (Rosalyn A. Wilson, 2001).
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1997, half of long-haul trucks had an OBC
installed. Third, the composition of OBCs differed in the early and late part of our sample
period. Trip recorders made up nearly half of
OBC adoption between 1987 and 1992, but
there was no net adoption of trip recordersbetween 1992 and 1997. Evidence from the trade
press and interviews suggests that this reflects
two offsetting factors: new trip recorderadoption and upgradesfrom triprecordersto EVMS.
In contrast,adoptionof EVMS accelerated.The
share of trucks with EVMS more than doubled
between 1992 and 1997. Thus, broadpatternsin
the data suggest a correlationbetween technological and organizational change: the movement from for-hire to private carriagebetween
1987 and 1992 was during a time when trip
recorder adoption was relatively high, and the
movement from private to for-hire carriage
between 1992 and 1997 was during a time
when OBC adoption was disproportionately
EVMS.

A. Cohort Data
The bulk of our empirical analysis uses cohorts ratherthan individualtrucksas the unit of
observation.This allows us to exploit the time
dimension of the data and use first-differencing
to control for unobservedtime-invariantfactors
that affect OBC use and the make-or-buydecision independently.As in our earlier work we
define cohorts narrowly,basing them on statecombinations;an examproduct-trailer-distance
ple is "trucks based in New Jersey hauling
chemicals in tank truckslong distances."There
are 2,773 cohorts with a positive number of
observations in 1987, 1992, and 1997. About
three-quartersof our originalobservationsarein
these cohorts.
The characteristicsof the trucks in the original and cohort samples are similar with two
exceptions. One is that the cohort sample tends
not to contain trucks that are predominantly
attached to uncommon trailers such as auto
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TABLE1-COHORTSUMMARY
STATISTICS
Positive numberof observationsin:
1987, 1992, 1997

1987, 1992

1992, 1997

2,773
5.7
8.3
5.1
0.50
0.50
0.48
0.08
0.08
-0.01
0.16

3,908
4.7
6.6

4,101

Cohorts
Observations/cohort,1987
Observations/cohort,1992
Observations/cohort,1997
Privatecarriageshare, 1987
Private carriageshare, 1992
Private carriageshare, 1997
Trip recorderadoption, 1987-1992
EVMS adoption, 1987-1992
Trip recorderadoption, 1992-1997
EVMS adoption, 1992-1997

0.49
0.50
0.08
0.09

6.4
4.1
0.52
0.50
0.08
0.11
0.00
0.16

Notes: Averages are computed using weights, where weight = (numobs87*expanf87 +
numobs92*expanf92+ numobs97*expanf97)/3for samples using all three years. Analogous
weights are used for samples that use only two of the three years.

trailers, logging trailers, and specialized platform types. An implication is that the cohort
sample contains a higher fraction of long-haul
trucks than the populationbecause hauls using
specialized trailerstend to be short.The otheris
that, conditionalon distance, trucks attachedto
refrigeratedvans make up a disproportionate
share of the cohort sample: about 20 percent
ratherthan their 10 percent sharein the original
sample. The reason for this is refrigeratedvans
almost exclusively haul a single product class:
processed food. Refrigeratedvan cohorts tend
to be larger and are less likely to have zero
observationsthan cohorts associated with trailers that haul multiple productclasses.
Table 1 contains summary statistics for the
cohort sample. Cohorts tend to be based on
relatively few observations due to our narrow
cohort definition: the number of observations
per cohort is less than ten in each year.24The
average private carriage share is about 50 percent and averageOBC adoptionratesare similar
to those in Figure 2. Table 2 provides evidence
of relationshipsbetween technological adoption
and organizationalchange at the cohort level.
24
In earlierversions of this paper,we reportedestimates
of our main specifications using the subsample of cohorts
where the privateand for-hirecarriagesharesare positive in
each year. The average cohort size is about double in this
subsample,but observationsin these cohorts make up only
about35 percentof the originalsample. We showed thatour
main results do not change.

The top panel uses cohorts with positive observations in both 1987 and 1992. The first row
indicates that averagingacross cohorts, the private carriageshare increasedfrom 0.49 to 0.50
between 1987 and 1992. The next three rows
split the cohort sample accordingto OBC adoption. On average, the private carriage share
stayed the same for cohorts with low OBC
adoption.Among cohorts with high OBC adoption, the private carriage share increased for
those where triprecorderadoptionwas high but
decreasedslightly for those where EVMS adoption was high. The bottom panel reportsresults
from a similar exercise that analyzes patterns
between 1992 and 1997. The private carriage
share decreased for the low OBC and high
EVMS adoption cohorts (slightly more for the
latter),but increasedfor high triprecorderadoption cohorts.
In sum, relationshipsbetween OBC adoption
and organizationalchange differ for triprecorders and EVMS. Cohortswith high trip recorder
adoption moved toward private carriage more
than cohorts with low OBC adoption. Cohorts
with high EVMS adoption moved toward forhire carriageslightly more than those with low
OBC adoption,but this differenceis very small.
Nevertheless, the fact that cohorts with high
EVMS adoptiondid not move towardprivatecarriage is interestingin light of the fact thatEVMS
enable the same contractualimprovementstrip
recorders do. This suggests EVMS' resourceallocation-improving capabilities-which trip
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TABLE2-PRIVATE CARRIAGESHAREAND OBC ADOPTION

Cohort Data
OBC adoption, 1987-1992

Mean private carriage share

All cohorts
Low OBC adoption cohorts
High TR adoption cohorts
High EVMS adoption cohorts

1987

1992

Change

Trip recorder

EVMS

N

0.49
0.54
0.50
0.33

0.50
0.54
0.54
0.32

0.01
0.00
0.04
-0.01

0.08
0.02
0.34
0.05

0.09
0.02
0.06
0.36

3,908
2,972
470
466

OBC adoption, 1992-1997

Mean private carriageshare

All cohorts
Low OBC adoption cohorts
High TR adoption cohorts
High EVMS adoption cohorts

1992

1997

Change

Trip recorder

EVMS

N

0.52
0.57
0.50
0.42

0.50
0.55
0.54
0.39

-0.02
-0.02
0.04
-0.03

0.00
-0.05
0.37
-0.02

0.16
0.02
0.02
0.43

4,101
2,756
263
1,082

Notes: The top (bottom) panel includes all cohorts with a positive number of observations in both 1987 and 1992 (1992
and 1997). Low OBC adoption cohorts are those where OBC adoption was less than 0.15. High TR adoption cohorts
are those where OBC adoption was greater than 0.15, and TR adoption was greater than EVMS adoption. High EVMS
adoption cohorts are those where OBC adoption was greater than 0.15, and EVMS adoption was greater than TR
adoption.

recordersdo not have-have organizationalimplications that offset those of their incentiveimproving ones.
V. Results
Our base specification takes the form:
Yit = Xit3 +

4i + sit

where Yitis the for-hirecarriagesharein cohort
i at time t, xit includes a vector of explanatory
variables, and (i and sit representunobserved
time-invariantand time-varying variables that
affect optimal organizational form. The variables of interest in xit are OBC, the share of
trucks with either class of OBC installed, and
EVMS, the share of trucks with EVMS installed. The coefficient on OBC thereforepicks
up the relationship between OBCs' incentiveimprovingcapabilities and asset ownership and
thaton EVMS picks up the relationshipbetween
EVMS' coordination-improving
capabilitiesand
asset ownership.The control variablesin xit are
similar to those in Table 5 in Hubbard(2001).
They include a full set of dummy variablesthat
indicate the cohort's trailer type (dry van, refrigeratedvan, tank truck, etc.), a dummy that
equals one if the cohort is of trucks hauling
mixed cargo, and ln(trailerdensity). Trailerden-

sity is the numberof trucksin the state attached
to a given trailertype, normalizedby the state's
urbanizedarea, and is a proxy for local market
thickness for hauls using a particular trailer
type. We allow the coefficients on the dry van
and auto trailerdummiesto vary across years to
account for secularchanges in contractualform
over time (see Hubbard,1998).
Most of our results will be from firstdifference specifications:
Yit

where

-

i(t - 1) =

(Xit -

Xi(t -

))

+ Tit

= 8itFirst-differencing
si(t-1l)
an
mitigates
important class of endogeneity
problems that would appear in cross-sectional
analysis. For example, suppose that when shipping patternsare regular,privatecarriagetends
to be used more (perhapsbecause intermediaries' efforts are less valuable) and trip recorders
aredisproportionately
valuablerelativeto EVMS.
This would lead private carriage and trip recorder use to be correlatedin the cross section
even if trip recorders adoption did not cause
truck ownership to change. First-differencing
effectively allows us to control for unobserved
time-invariantvariables that could affect OBC
adoption and organizational form independently, and base inferences on relationshipsbetween adoptionand changes in asset ownership
nit
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causal relationships, they indicate that OBCs'
incentive- and coordination-improvingcapabilFor-hirecarriageshare
Dependent variable:
ities affect the make-or-buymargin differently.
Levels estimates First-differences
Their incentive-improving capabilities move
hauls from "buy"to "make";theircoordinationOBC
-0.144
-0.090
improvingcapabilitiesmove them from "make"
(0.021)
(0.024)
0.239
0.149
EVMS
to "buy." The former shifts truck ownership
(0.024)
(0.028)
from for-hirecarriersto shippers;the latterfrom
shippersto for-hire carriers.
Notes: SUR estimates. Sample includes all cohorts with
The first-differenceestimates imply that all
positive numberof observationsin 1987, 1992, and 1997;
N = 2,773. Cohorts are weighted using Census' weighting
else equal, cohorts with a 20-percentage-point
factorstimes numberof observations.Specificationsinclude
higher trip recorderadoptionrate experienceda
trailer dummies, mixed cargo dummy, distance dummies,
2-percentage-pointgreaterincrease in their priand ln(trailerdensity) as controls, and allow the coefficient
vate
carriage share. Likewise, moving 20 peron the auto trailerand van dummy to vary across years to
cent of trucks from trip recorders to EVMS
account for secular changes.
correspondsto a 3-percentage-pointincrease in
the for-hire carriage share. These magnitudes
suggest the OBCs' incentive- and coordinationratherthan levels.25 Thus, if hauls' unobserved improving capabilities have an economically
regularityis constantover time, first-differencing importantimpact on make-or-buydecisions in
the aggregate, in light of the industry's recent
eliminates this as a possible endogeneity problem. For simplicity, our initial discussion of the
history. We discuss magnitudesat more length
in a subsection below.
results will assume Tqj to be independent of
Table 4 breaks these results down further.
adoption:that is, we assume changes in unobThe top panel reports first-differenceestimates
served haul characteristicsto be independentof
adoption. Later we will relax this assumption using all cohorts and subsamples of short-,
and present instrumentalvariables estimates of
medium-, and long-haul cohorts. The coefficient on OBC is negative for all three subthe first-differencespecifications.
Table 3 contains two sets of regression estisamples and statistically significant for
medium- and long-haul cohorts. The EVMS
mates thatuse cohortdatafrom 1987, 1992, and
coefficient is positive and significant for all
1997. The first column presents levels estithree subsamples, and of about the same magmates; the second presents first-differenceestinitude. The basic relationshipsbetween adopmates. The coefficients on OBC are negative
tion and changes in asset ownershiphold across
and significantand those on EVMS are positive
hauls of different distances.
and significantin both columns. They are about
The bottom part of the table estimates the
40 percent lower in absolute value when movcoefficients
estifirst-difference
the
levels
to
from
the
using only 1987 and 1992, then
ing
only 1992 and 1997 data. In the earlier period,
mates, but remain statistically significant and
the pattern of a negative coefficient on OBC
economically important.
and a positive one on EVMS only appears
These estimates supply evidence consistent
within the long-haul subsample. In contrast,
with our main propositions.Consistentwith P1,
this
with
moveis
associated
recorder
pattern appears strongly and consistently
adoption
trip
in the later period. In the later period, the
ment from for-hire to private carriage.Consiscoefficients on OBC are negative in each subtent with P2, EVMS adoptionis less associated
with such movement. Assuming these reflect
sample, and statistically significant for the
short- and medium-haul subsample. Those on
EVMS are positive and significant in each
25
The control variables in the first-differencespecificasubsample. The cross-year differences are intions only include the dry van and auto trailerdummies and
because they are consistent with
teresting
ln(trailerdensity) because none of the coefficients on the
speculation that organizational
widespread
othercontrolsvary over time. Changesin unobservedcohort
changes tend to lag IT adoption, even when
characteristicsmay either reflect true changes or sampling
they are complementary.
error.See Angus Deaton (1985).
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ANDASSETOWNERSHIP
TABLE4-OBC ADOPTION
All

Short hauls

Medium hauls

Long hauls

Dependent variables: Change in for-hire carriage shares, 1987-1992, 1992-1997
OBC
EVMS
N

-0.090
(0.024)
0.149
(0.028)
2,773

-0.043
(0.049)
0.183
(0.068)
736

-0.103
(0.040)
0.147
(0.052)
1,019

-0.113
(0.040)
0.159
(0.043)
1,018

Dependent variable: Change in for-hire carriage share, 1987-1992
-0.087
0.226
-0.043
(0.052)
(0.066)
(0.031)
-0.017
-0.138
0.048
EVMS
(0.019)
(0.124)
(0.043)
1,405
N
1,115
3,908
Dependent variable: Change in for-hire carriage share, 1992-1997

-0.111
(0.052)
0.157
(0.062)
1,388

-0.116
(0.047)
0.193
(0.054)
1,531

-0.058
(0.040)
0.157
(0.042)
1,473

OBC

OBC
EVMS
N

-0.087
(0.026)
0.171
(0.029)
4,101

-0.152
(0.055)
0.125
(0.068)
1,097

Notes: SUR estimates. Includes all cohorts with positive number of observations in each
relevantyear. Cohortsweighted by Census' weighting factors times numberof observations.
Specificationsinclude change in trailerdensity and auto trailerand van dummies as controls,
and allow the coefficient on the auto trailerand van dummy to vary across years to account
for secular changes.

A. Interactions:MultitaskingTests
In the model, trip recorders affect optimal
asset ownership indirectly, by lowering the
agency costs associatedwith multitasking.If so,
then the OBC coefficient should only be negative for hauls where drivers' cargo-handling
effort is potentiallyproductive.This is the basis
of P3 above. To examine this, we create interactions between OBC adoptionand productcategories. One set is between adoption and a
dummy variable that equals one if the cohort
hauls processed food or mixed cargo. Trucks
hauling processed food or mixed cargo tend to
deliver packaged goods to retail outlets. Drivers' cargo handling efforts are potentially more
valuable when they haul these goods than other,
bulkier goods. The other set is between adoption and a dummyvariablethatequals one if the
cohort hauls petroleumor chemicals, cargo for
which handlingrequirescertification.We therefore test whether the OBC coefficient is more
negative for these "multitasking"cohorts than
others.
Table 5 summarizesthe results. The first col-

umn uses data from all three years. The coefficient on OBC alone is small and statistically
insignificant. There is no relationshipbetween
OBC adoptionand asset ownershipwhen trucks
haul goods in the omitted category, which contains raw materialsand bulky goods.26The interactions on OBC*(food or mixed cargo) and
on OBC*(petroleum or chemicals) are both
negative, and the former is statistically significant. The other two columns report estimates
using only two of the years. The OBC own
effects are statistically zero in both periods.
Both interactionsare negative and significantin
the late period of the sample. The estimates
provide supportfor P3, and are importantevidence that OBCs' incentive-improvingcapabilities affect asset ownershipthroughjob design.
There is no evidence that incentive improvements affect the make-or-buydecision for hauls
26The most
prevalent product classes in the omitted
category are fresh farm products, building materials, machinery, and lumber and wood products.About 70 percent
of cohorts are in the omitted category;about 30 percentare
in the "multitasking"categories.
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MultitaskingTests
Dependent variables: Change in for-hire carriage share
1987, 1992, 1997
OBC
EVMS
OBC*(food or mixed cargo)
EVMS*(food or mixed cargo)
OBC*(petroleumor chemicals)
EVMS*(petroleumor chemicals)
N

-0.010
(0.036)
-0.066
(0.040)
-0.141
(0.054)
0.142
(0.062)
-0.111
(0.074)
0.156
(0.092)
2,773

1987-1992 1992-1997
0.033
(0.046)
-0.002
(0.057)
-0.131
(0.069)
0.065
(0.094)
-0.091
(0.101)
0.021
(0.171)
3,908

0.009
(0.034)
0.088
(0.039)
-0.241
(0.060)
0.164
(0.064)
-0.184
(0.076)
0.166
(0.089)
4,101

Notes: SUR estimates. Includes all cohorts with positive number of observations in each
relevantyear. Cohortsweighted by Census' weighting factors times numberof observations.
Specificationsinclude change in trailerdensity and auto trailerand van dummies as controls,
and allow the coefficient on the auto trailerand van dummy to vary across years to account
for secular changes.

where drivers' handling efforts are rarely productive. When drivers' handling efforts tend to
be productive, hauls for which trip recorders
were adopted moved from for-hire to private
carriage.
The first-differenceestimatesare thus consistent with all three of our theoretical propositions. The following subsection provides
additionalevidence regardingwhether they indeed reflect causal relationshipsbetween adoption and organizationalchange.
B. InstrumentalVariablesEstimates
As noted above, alternativeinterpretationsof
the first-difference estimates center on the
premise that OBC adoption and organizational
changes might be independently affected by
some omitted factor. For example, if hauls'
regularity changes over time, and increases
more in some cohorts than others, this could
lead independentlyto more privatecarriageand
to trip recorder adoption. This would make
adoption econometrically endogenous in the
first-differenceestimates.Similarly,unobserved
factors may also explain why EVMS adoption
might be correlated with movements toward
for-hire carriage. Suppose unobserved shipper
characteristicschange over time; some shippers

may both establish more sophisticatedlogistics
practices and begin to value shipment tracing
capabilities. This could lead independently to
less private carriage(because drivers' handling
effort is less valuable) and increased EVMS
adoption.
Below we present instrumentalvariables estimates of the first-difference specifications.
Factors that affect OBC adoption but do not
directly affect organizationalform are good instruments.We use four main instruments:the
fraction of miles trucks are operatedoutside of
their base state, the numberof weeks per year
trucks in the state are in use, and dummy variables that equal one if the truck is based in a
western state (i.e., west of Missouri), or in a
New England state. These are computed at the
cohort level; hence, the first two of these are
cohort-level averages. Fractionof miles out of
state affects OBC adoption because drivers
must keep track of how many miles trucks are
operatedin each state. State fuel taxes are paid
on this basis. OBCs let drivers enter in this
informationon a keypad and lower data entry
and processing costs when trucks' owners calculate the tax they owe each state. This is more
valuablefor trucksthat spend more time outside
of their base state because they cross state lines
more. State averages for number of weeks in
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use differ considerably across states, ranging
between 35 and 45 weeks, and reflect differences in the cyclicality of truck shipments.
Much of this variationis likely climate related,
as the bottom five states are Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota,Alaska, and South Dakota.
Trucks are idled more weeks per year, and
OBCs' benefits are correspondinglylower, in
areas where shipments are highly cyclical. We
assume that statewideaveragesin the numberof
weeks trucksare in use are unaffectedby OBC
adoption.27The two regional dummies are included because it is traditionallymore difficult
for driversto contact dispatchersquickly in less
densely populatedareas.This is one reason why
adoptiontends to be above average in the West
but below average in New England. We use
these four variables and their interactions as
instruments for OBC and EVMS. Table Al
reportsestimates from four simple "first-stage"
specifications that regress cohort-level trip recorderand EVMS adoptionin the early and late
sample periods on the four instrumentsand a
vector of controls.
Table 6 contains estimates from specifications analogous to that in the first column of
Table 5, but which restrictthe interactionterms
to be the same across the four "multitasking"
product types. Looking at the first column, the
coefficient on OBC is nearly zero; as before,
there is no evidence that trip recorders affect
asset ownership for the "nonmultitasking"cohorts. The same is true for the EVMS*Mult
interaction: there is no evidence that OBCs'
coordination-improving capabilities' impact
differs with whether multitasking is potentially productive. The negative coefficient on
OBC*Mult suggests that trip recorders move
hauls towardprivatecarriagemore for the multitaskingcohorts than the nonmultitaskingones.
The positive coefficient on EVMS suggests that
EVMS' coordination-improving capabilities
move hauls from private to for-hire carriage.
However, these coefficients are not statistically
significantly different from zero because they
are not estimatedprecisely. The noisiness of the
27
Individualtrucks with OBCs do tend to be used more
weeks than those without them, because trucks without
OBCs are more likely to be idled when demandis low. But
OBC adoptionshould have a minimal impact on numberof
weeks, averaged across all trucks in a state.

TABLE6-OBC ADOPTION
ANDASSETOWNERSHIP
GMM-IV Estimates
Dependent variables: Change in for-hire carriage share,
1987-1992, 1992-1997
OBC
EVMS
OBC*Mult
EVMS*Mult
p-value for test of OID restrictions
(OBC+EVMS)
(OBC+EVMS)*Mult

0.097
(0.351)
0.391
(0.408)
-0.421
(0.297)
0.098
(0.326)
0.952

0.502
(0.096)
-0.351
(0.146)
0.020
(0.158)
0.964

0.488
(0.105)
-0.322
(0.143)

0.502
(0.095)
-0.330
(0.141)

Notes: Instrumentsinclude percent of miles out of base
state, numberof weeks in use per year, West dummy, New
Englanddummy, and interactionsamong these. Includes all
cohorts with positive numberof observationsin each relevant year. Cohorts weighted by Census' weighting factors
times number of observations. Specifications include
change in trailerdensity and auto trailerand van dummies
as controls, and allow the coefficient on the auto trailerand
van dummy to vary across years to account for secular
changes.

estimates reflects that while three of our instruments are predictorsof OBC adoption in general, none of them shift trip recorderadoption
but not EVMS adoption. (See Table Al.) This
makes it hard to distinguish between the organizational effects of OBCs' incentive- and
coordination-improvingcapabilities in the instrumentalvariablesestimates.
The bottompartof the tablecontainsestimates
of (OBC+EVMS) and (OBC+EVMS)*Mult,
which reflect EVMS' overall organi7ationalimpact. We can estimatethese more precisely;consistent with our earlierresults, EVMS adoption
pusheshaulstowardfor-hirecarriage,but does so
less for the multitaskingcohortsthanthe nonmultitaskingcohorts. The right column restrictsthe
coefficienton OBC to zero for the nonmultitasking cohorts, a restrictionsuggestedby the nearzero point estimateson this coefficient in Table
5. The sign andsignificanceof theremainingthree
coefficientsare the same as in the first-difference
estimates.
In sum, our instrumentalvariables estimates
provide no evidence that our first-difference
estimates reflect noncausal relationships. Al-
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TABLE7-OBC DIFFUSION
ANDTHEPRIVATE
CARRIAGE
SHARE
True share
1987

1992

1997

0.50

0.55

0.52

JUNE 2003

GMM-IV point estimates in Table 6 are noisy.
We are more confidentin statingthe qualitative
conclusion that overall, OBC diffusion played a
significant and possibly large role in inducing
shippersto outsource more during the 1990's.
VI. Conclusion

Estimatedshare, absent
OBC adoption

In this paper, we combine recent theoretical
work from organizationaleconomics with a detailed and disaggregateddata set to gain insight
0.50
0.54
0.53
Table 5 (right columns)
about the interactionbetween asset ownership,
0.60
0.50
Table 6 (right column)
job design, and information.Of particularimportance is our ability to distinguish between
informationalchanges that lead either to better
monitoringof agents, or to better coordination
though we cannot statistically distinguish beof activities. We believe that our results-that
tween the impact of OBCs' incentive- and
coordination-relatedcapabilitiesto the same deimproved monitoring technologies lead shippers to integrateinto trucking,while technologree, the qualitativepatternsthat we are able to
gies that improve coordination lead to more
identify are similar to those in our earlier
results.
outsourcingof truckingservices-highlight the
respective advantages of firms and markets in
the economy, and thus shed light on their roles
C. Magnitudes
in the operationand development of economic
systems.
Althoughnot the main focus of the study, the
In describingand explainingthe development
estimates also indicate the degree to which
of nineteenth-century capitalism, Alfred P.
overall changes in the private carriage share
Chandler(1977) and othershave arguedthatthe
between 1987 and 1997 were due to the diffusion of OBCs. Table 7 summarizesour analysis.
development of new communicationtechnoloThe top line reportsthe actual private carriage gies (e.g., the telegraph)enabled the growth of
shares in our sample in each of the three years.
large, integrated firms. Large transportation,
The bottom part of the table reports the estimanufacturing,and retailing firms were impossible without a technology that enabled managmated shares, absent OBC diffusion, computed
using the simple and GMM-IV first-difference ers to coordinatelarge-scale economic activity.
Yet we have found exactly the opposite effect in
estimatesfrom the right columns of Table 5 and
late twentieth-centurytrucking:a new commuthe right column of Table 6, respectively. The
nications technology that improved coordinasimple first-difference estimates suggest that
tion led to smaller, less integratedfirms. Why
OBCs had little overall impact between 1987
the difference?
and 1992-the diffusion of trip recorders and
We believe that our new results arise because
about
caused
effects-but
had
EVMS
offsetting
1 percentagepoint of the overall 2.9-percentage- we distinguish between informationalchanges
that improve coordinationfrom those that impoint decline between 1992 and 1997. The
prove incentives. Such a distinction is rare in
GMM-IVpointestimatesimply thatOBCs' overthat
empirical work on organizations.Yet it is esall impact was much larger.They indicate
absentOBC diffusion,the privatecarriageshare sential to understandingthe true role of firms
and markets as competing mechanisms for orwould have continuedto increase to almost 60
ganizing economic activity. F. A. Hayek (1945)
percent by 1997. One interpretationis that the
organizationalimpact of EVMS' coordination- argued that the true value of the market-based
improvingeffectsworkedagainsta broadincrease price system is its ability to utilize dispersed
information about resources and coordinate
in the demandfor high service levels.
use in a way that no centrally planned
their
We do not put a large weight on these quanthe
because
(or firm) ever could. Given this comin
economy
titative conclusions, large part
1987

1992

1997
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parative advantage of markets over firms, it is
not surprisingthat a technological change that
mitigates the Hayekian coordination problem
should lead to a greaterrelative improvementin
the efficiency of markets.
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994) and Holmstrom (1999), by contrast, argue that the true
advantageof firms over marketsis their ability
to craftdelicately balancedincentives for agents
engaged in multiple activities, in a way that the
strong incentives generatedby marketsand asset ownership cannot. Given this comparative
advantage for firms, it is again not surprising
that a technological change that mitigates contractingproblems should lead to a greaterrelative improvementin the efficiency of firms.
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Information costs are at the core of nearly
all economic theories of organizations. Thus,
all of these theories predict that changes in
information technology that change the cost
of contracting and communication will affect
the organization of economic activity. We
find that the answer to the question: "Has IT
adoption led to larger or smaller firms in
trucking?"is "Yes," and show how the organizational implications of IT's incentive- and
coordination-improving capabilities systematically differ. Future research will further
inform debates regarding the organizational
implications of changes in information costs
by investigating whether this systematic difference in trucking is general.

TABLEAl-FIRST-STAGEESTIMATES:
ADOPTION
EQUATIONS

Dependent variable:
West
New England
Percent out of base state
Weeks in use
N = 2,773

TR adoption TR adoption EVMS adoption EVMS adoption
1987-1992
1992-1997
1987-1992
1992-1997
0.039
(0.008)
0.015
(0.028)
0.061
(0.020)
0.004
(0.002)

-0.012
(0.012)
-0.021
(0.038)
-0.023
(0.025)
-0.002
(0.002)

0.037
(0.009)
-0.024
(0.029)
0.127
(0.021)
0.007
(0.002)

0.002
(0.015)
0.012
(0.050)
0.091
(0.032)
-0.001
(0.003)

Notes: All specificationsinclude distance, trailer,and productclass dummies and the private
carriageshare.Includesall cohortswith positive numberof observationsin each relevantyear.
Cohorts weighted by Census' weighting factors times nutnberof observations.
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